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Abstract
We report on polarimetric maps made with HAWC+/SOFIA toward ρ Oph A, the densest portion of the ρ
Ophiuchi molecular complex. We employed HAWC+ bands C (89 μm) and D (154 μm). The slope of the
polarization spectrum was investigated by deﬁning the quantity = p pDC D C, where pC and pD represent
polarization degrees in bands C and D, respectively. We ﬁnd a clear correlation between DC and the molecular
hydrogen column density across the cloud. A positive slope (DC >1) dominates the lower-density and well-
illuminated portions of the cloud, which are heated by the high-mass star Oph S1, whereas a transition to a negative
slope (DC <1) is observed toward the denser and less evenly illuminated cloud core. We interpret the trends as
due to a combination of (1) warm grains at the cloud outskirts, which are efﬁciently aligned by the abundant
exposure to radiation from Oph S1, as proposed in the radiative torques theory; and (2) cold grains deep in the
cloud core, which are poorly aligned owing to shielding from external radiation. To assess this interpretation, we
developed a very simple toy model using a spherically symmetric cloud core based on Herschel data and veriﬁed
that the predicted variation ofDC is consistent with the observations. This result introduces a new method that can
be used to probe the grain alignment efﬁciency in molecular clouds, based on the analysis of trends in the far-
infrared polarization spectrum.
Key words: dust, extinction – ISM: magnetic ﬁelds – ISM: individual objects (Rho Ophiuchi molecular cloud) –
techniques: polarimetric
1. Introduction
It is generally believed that the magnetic ﬁeld that permeates
the interstellar medium (ISM) plays an important role in the
formation of stars and planets (e.g., Mouschovias et al. 2006;
McKee & Ostriker 2007; Krumholz 2014; Li et al. 2014). The
ﬁeld has a tendency to become “frozen into” the partially
ionized interstellar gas. In regions where the magnetic ﬁeld
energy density is subdominant to the kinetic energy of the
matter, gas dynamics will inﬂuence magnetic ﬁeld morphology.
This effect has been observed for H I shells (Heiles 1998;
Fosalba et al. 2002; Santos et al. 2011; Frisch & Dwarka-
das 2018; Soler et al. 2018), as well as at the edges of H II
regions (Pavel & Clemens 2012; Santos et al. 2012, 2014;
Planck Collaboration Int. XXXIV 2016). Another crucial effect
is the force exerted by the ﬁeld on the gas. This force may
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generate ﬁlamentary structure by guiding of turbulent gas ﬂows
(Nagai et al. 1998; Nakamura & Li 2008; Li et al. 2015), and it
may suppress the fragmentation of ﬁlaments, thereby partly
explaining the low efﬁciency of the star formation process
(Hosking & Whitworth 2004; Myers et al. 2013). Observations
of interstellar polarization are the most widely adopted
technique to map the magnetic ﬁeld in the ISM, but in order
to use dust polarimetry to study magnetic ﬁelds, one needs to
understand magnetic alignment of interstellar dust grains. In
recent years it has become feasible to carry out detailed, large-
scale observations of the plane-of-sky orientations of the
magnetic ﬁeld permeating the relatively denser, molecular
phases of the ISM, by exploiting grain alignment. Dust
alignment can be detected via polarimetry of starlight that
has been transmitted through a medium of aligned grains (e.g.,
Hall 1949; Hiltner 1949; Serkowski et al. 1975; Heiles 2000)
or, more directly, by observing the polarized emission from the
grains themselves (e.g., Hildebrand et al. 2000; Page et al.
2007; Fissel et al. 2016; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016;
Chuss et al. 2019).
The mechanism believed to be responsible for grain
alignment is referred to as Radiative Torques, also known as
B-RATs or simply RATs mechanism (see, e.g., Dolginov &
Mitrofanov 1976; Draine & Weingartner 1996, 1997; Lazarian
& Hoang 2007; Hoang & Lazarian 2008; see also the reviews
by Lazarian 2007; Andersson et al. 2015). RATs theory posits
individual nonspherical grains spinning about their short axes
and having nonzero helicity. When surrounded by an
anisotropic ﬁeld of radiation having wavelength comparable
to the grain size, such grains are expected to spin up, precess
around the magnetic ﬁeld, and gradually align with their shorter
axes preferentially parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld direction. From
a purely observational perspective, the ease with which grains
become aligned with the magnetic ﬁeld is seen to be inﬂuenced
by their size (Kim & Martin 1995), possibly by their
composition (Smith et al. 2000; Chiar et al. 2006; Lazarian
& Hoang 2018), and probably by their radiative environment,
as discussed in detail below. Observational constraints such as
these tend to be consistent with RATs theory, but many open
questions remain (e.g., Andersson & Potter 2010; Andersson
et al. 2011, 2015; Ashton et al. 2018).
For molecular sight lines, we observe an anticorrelation
between the polarization fraction of dust emission (or
equivalently, the polarization fraction per unit optical depth
for the case of polarization by selective extinction) and the
column density (e.g., Arce et al. 1998; Whittet et al. 2008;
Fissel et al. 2016; Santos et al. 2017). Possible explanations for
this observed anticorrelation are (1) a greater degree of ﬁeld
disorder within the observed beam along high column density
sight lines, (2) a loss of polarizing efﬁciency for grains deep in
molecular clouds, and (3) a combination of both effects. The
loss of polarization efﬁciency explanation could result from
either changes in intrinsic grain properties for dense molecular
regions (e.g., larger or rounder grains deep in clouds) or
inefﬁcient grain alignment for regions that are well shielded
from radiation. Indeed, RAT theory would predict that a loss of
grain alignment should occur for locations that are so well
shielded that not even near-infrared light from the interstellar
radiation ﬁeld (ISRF) can penetrate (Alves et al. 2014;
Andersson et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2015). In addition, near-
infrared spectro-polarimetry of the Taurus molecular cloud by
Whittet et al. (2008) shows that along with loss of polarization
fraction, the denser sight lines exhibit a change in the
wavelength dependence of the polarization that is consistent
with a reduction in the fraction of grains that are aligned. They
argue in favor of reduced grain alignment for well-shielded
regions as the main culprit for the anticorrelation, rather than
ﬁeld disorder or grain shape.
In this paper, we focus on a relatively unexplored
observable, which is the polarization spectrum of the grains’
emission. In other words, we are concerned here with the
fractional polarization as a function of wavelength. For the
coldest regions of star-forming molecular clouds, dust
temperatures are in the range of ∼10−15 K, so the dust
thermal radiation is mainly in the submillimeter and millimeter
(peaking at ≈300 μm). However, dust temperatures can be
much higher near newly formed early-type stars, and from
these hotter dust grains we expect copious far-IR radiation at
relatively shorter wavelengths (∼50−200 μm). Using polari-
metry from the Kuiper Airborne Observatory, Hildebrand et al.
(1999) measured the ﬁrst far-IR polarization spectra and found
that the polarization fraction decreases with wavelength. After
showing that the theoretically expected spectra for the simplest
dust models were basically ﬂat, they presented an idea for how
to produce falling spectra: Imagine that we have two kinds of
regions along the same line of sight (LOS), namely, some cold
regions far from newly formed stars and hot regions closer to
such sources. Further assume that the dust grains in the hot
regions are much better aligned than the colder grains, perhaps
due to RATs from these same sources. Since the hot regions
with well-aligned grains will be relatively brighter than the cold
regions at the shorter wavelengths, we expect shorter
wavelengths to be more polarized. Therefore, in this case it is
clear that the polarization fraction will fall with increasing
wavelength, i.e., we will ﬁnd negatively sloped polarization
spectra, as observed by Hildebrand et al. (1999).
During the two decades that have elapsed since the work by
Hildebrand et al. (1999), much observational work has been
done on far-infrared and submillimeter polarization spectra of
star-forming clouds, but the situation here is somewhat
muddled. Ground-based observations have found positively
sloped spectra in the submillimeter, suggesting a minimum in
the polarization spectrum near 350 μm (Vaillancourt 2002;
Vaillancourt et al. 2008; Vaillancourt & Matthews 2012; Zeng
et al. 2013), but balloon-borne observations by the BLAST
Collaboration found ﬂat submillimeter polarization spectra
(Gandilo et al. 2016; Shariff et al. 2019). The difference may be
due to the different column density regimes studied (Gandilo
et al. 2016). There has also been progress on the theoretical
side. Bethell et al. (2007) predicted that molecular clouds
should have positive-slope polarization spectra in the far-IR
(λ<350 μm) and ﬂat spectra in the submillimeter
(λ>350 μm). Draine & Fraisse (2009) modeled the diffuse
ISM, ﬁnding a similar situation. Guillet et al. (2018) also
modeled the diffuse ISM, ﬁnding that they could match the ﬂat
submillimeter–millimeter polarization spectra recently
observed for the relatively tenuous regions by the Planck
satellite (Planck Collaboration Int. XXII 2015) and by BLAST
(Ashton et al. 2018). From the theoretical perspective, the
positive slopes in the far-IR are attributed to (1) the fact that
larger-sized grains (⪆0.2 μm) are relatively more efﬁciently
aligned as compared to smaller-sized grains (⪅0.2 μm) (this has
been observationally veriﬁed by Kim & Martin 1995 and is
also predicted from the RATs theory; e.g., Lazarian 2007) and
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(2) the fact that different grain size populations follow different
temperature distributions (even when subject to a uniform
radiation ﬁeld), with smaller grains being relatively warmer
than larger grains owing to their inefﬁciency in cooling
radiatively (Li et al. 1999). As a result, the shorter-wavelength
emission within the far-infrared spectral range is dominated by
warmer and relatively poorly aligned small grains (i.e., less
polarized), while at long wavelengths the emission from larger
and better-aligned grains is more signiﬁcant (i.e., more
polarized). In addition, composition can also play an important
role (e.g., Draine & Fraisse 2009).
The newly commissioned HAWC+ far-IR polarimeter for
SOFIA (Dowell et al. 2010; Harper et al. 2018) allows us to
revisit the topic of molecular cloud far-IR polarization spectra,
but with better angular resolution and sensitivity. In this work,
we present polarimetric observations of the nearby star-forming
region ρ Oph A obtained with HAWC+ at two different far-IR
wavelengths, 89 and 154 μm. The ρ Oph A region is part of
L1688, which in turn is part of the Ophiuchus molecular cloud.
The distance to L1688 has been measured to be 137± 1 pc by
Ortiz-León et al. (2017) via radio parallax measurements of 12
young stellar systems associated with this cloud. ρ
Oph A exhibits wide ranges of both temperature and column
density (Motte et al. 1998), providing the opportunity to search
for systematic variations in the polarization spectrum slope as a
function of these parameters. The V-band extinction can reach
levels larger than 100 mag (Friesen & Pineda 2017). Located at
just 1 64 from the peak density (projected 0.065 pc), the high-
mass star Oph S1 warms up the surrounding environment,
causing a large temperature gradient (from approximately 20 K
at the core to around 40 K near Oph S1). Oph S1 is the main
heat source for ρ Oph A and is also associated with a 20″
ultracompact H II region (Andre et al. 1988). The star is of type
B3/4. It has almost reached the main sequence and is now
transitioning from a Herbig AeBe star into a magnetic B star
(Andre et al. 1988; Hamaguchi et al. 2003). Very Long
Baseline Array parallax observations show that Oph S1 lies at a
distance of 138±2 pc (Ortiz-León et al. 2017). Taking
measurement errors into account, this is consistent with the
distance measured by the same authors to L1688 as a whole
(see above). ρ Oph A contains numerous young stellar objects
at different evolutionary stages (Classes 0, I, II, and III), as well
as a population of starless cores (Motte et al. 1998; Liseau et al.
2015; Pattle et al. 2015).
In Section 2 we describe the data acquisition and reduction
and detail the selection criteria used to identify data suitable for
analysis. In Section 3 we describe this analysis, after ﬁrst
presenting our total intensity maps and polarization measure-
ments. We discuss the results of our analysis in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 is a summary.
2. Observations
Polarimetric data for ρ Oph Awere obtained using HAWC
+/SOFIA (Harper et al. 2018) on 2017 May 5 as part of the
Guaranteed Time Observing (GTO) program. We used HAWC
+ bands C (89 μm) and D (154 μm), which nominally provide
angular resolutions of 7 8 and 13 6 FWHM, respectively. The
standard matched-chop-nod method was used (Hildebrand
et al. 2000), with a chopping frequency of 10.2 Hz. For both
bands, we used a chop angle of 154° (measured from equatorial
north and increasing to the east) and a chop throw of 480″.
These values were chosen in order to minimize the ﬂux levels
in our reference beams. A typical polarimetric observing block
with HAWC+ consists of a set of four dithered observations,
i.e., four independent pointings slightly displaced from each
other forming a square pattern on the plane of the sky. Each
such block is completed in approximately 15 minutes. The
dithering displacement between individual observations was
24″ for band C and 40″ for band D.
The sky areas covered by the HAWC+ observations are
indicated in Figure 1 using dashed lines (band C) and dotted
lines (band D). This ﬁgure also shows, via color maps, the
distributions of molecular hydrogen column density (N, left)
and dust temperature (T, right) as derived from archival
Herschel Space Observatory dust emission data (Pilbratt et al.
2010). Details of the methods we used to derive these maps are
given in Section 3.2. For band C we obtained four observing
blocks, with each observing block centered on a different sky
position in order to increase total sky coverage. There was
signiﬁcant spatial overlap between the blocks. The sky area
covered by our band C observations (dashed lines in Figure 1)
is approximately centered on Oph S1, which roughly coincides
with the location of peak dust temperature. For band D, two
observing blocks were used, both with the same pointing. The
band D map (dotted lines in Figure 1) is approximately
centered on the cloud’s column density peak.
The polarimetry data presented here were processed using
the HAWC+ data reduction pipeline version V1.3.0-BETA3
(2018 April). As summarized by Harper et al. (2018), the
pipeline consists of a series of sequential data processing steps,
which we brieﬂy describe in the list below:
1. Demodulation of the chopped data and removal of bad
samples (due to tracking issues, half-wave-plate and nod
movements, etc.).
2. Flat-ﬁelding of the demodulated data based on scans
across extended sources, which were then transferred to
our observations via ﬂux measurements of an internal
calibrator.
3. Computation of the difference and sum of signals
reﬂected and transmitted by the polarizer.
4. Combination of ﬂuxes from different nod positions and
calculation of images for each of the Stokes parameters I,
Q, and U.
5. Application of astrometric corrections based on known
pointing offsets during the observations.
6. Correction for instrumental polarization.
7. Rotation of the Stokes Q and U matrices from the
instrumental to the equatorial frame.
8. Flux correction based on a standard atmospheric opacity
model.
9. Flux calibration using observations of planets during the
same ﬂight series.
10. Application of small ﬂux offsets to individual observa-
tions in order to equalize their relative background ﬂux
levels.
11. Combination of individual observations into ﬁnal I, Q,
and U maps using a regridding and Gaussian smoothing
technique (Houde & Vaillancourt 2007).
12. Computation of ﬁnal polarization degree (including
polarization debiasing; e.g., Wardle & Kronberg 1974)
and angle maps.
13. Construction of polarization maps with vectors overlaid
to the Stokes I image.
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To check for internal consistency between different observing
blocks, we calculated χ2 maps for I, Q, and U. The result
showed that nominal uncertainties computed from the sample
variance underestimate the scatter in the measurements by
about 38%, so we inﬂated the errors accordingly. We rejected
measurements that failed the p/σp>3 criterion, where p is the
polarization degree and σp is the associated uncertainty. In
addition, we rejected portions of the maps possibly affected by
reference beam contamination. The two reference areas are
symmetrically located at the two sides of the central observed
region, at angular distances of 480″ from it. ρ Oph A contains
signiﬁcant extended emission, which means that diffuse areas
of the map may be too contaminated by the ﬂux from the
reference regions, and must be rejected. In order to do this, we
estimated the band C and D ﬂux maps for the two reference
regions I1 and I2, based on modiﬁed blackbody ﬁts using
Herschel data. The SED ﬁtting procedure is identical to the one
described below in Section 3.2. We then computed average
reference region maps for bands C and D, Iref,λ=(I1+I2)/2.
We require the main source to have a total ﬂux at least 10 times
larger than the average ﬂuxes from the reference regions, i.e.,
we rejected measurements with Iλ<10Iref,λ, where Iλ are the
calibrated Stokes I observations from HAWC+. This cut
removes detections from low ﬂux areas near the map borders
that were showing high polarization values (typically larger
than 15%). The ﬁnal maps contain 1717 and 906 detections of
polarization for bands C and D, respectively, for Nyquist
spatial sampling of polarization measurements.
3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Overview of HAWC+ Intensity and Polarization Maps
From the polarization angle maps, we have generated maps
of magnetic ﬁeld direction using the standard assumption that
the E vector of far-IR polarization is perpendicular to the
component of the magnetic ﬁeld in the plane of the sky (e.g.,
Lazarian 2007). The maps of magnetic ﬁeld direction are
visualized using the line integral convolution (LIC) technique
(Cabral & Leedom 1993) in Figure 2 for bands C (top) and D
(bottom). In each map, colors represent total intensity (Stokes
I) for the respective band, while the overlaid LIC “texture”
represents the inferred sky-projected magnetic ﬁeld directions
obtained from the 90° rotated polarization angles.
The total intensity maps for both bands exhibit large arc-
shaped features approximately centered on Oph S1. However, a
comparison of these two total intensity maps reveals that they
have important differences. Presumably, these differences are
explained by strong temperature gradients that arise owing to
the effects of radiation from Oph S1. Band D generally has
higher ﬂuxes near the column density peak, preferentially
probing the largest column densities. In contrast, the highest
ﬂuxes in band C do not correspond to the column density peak,
but instead to the warmer areas near Oph S1.
From the LIC maps, we note that, overall, the projected
magnetic ﬁeld is approximately perpendicular to the ridge
observed in the column density map of Figure 1. This is in
qualitative agreement with ground-based polarimetry at longer
wavelengths, as can be seen by comparison with Figure 29 of
Dotson et al. (2010) and Figure 5 of Kwon et al. (2018). There
is also a general tendency for the magnetic ﬁeld in the lowest-
density gas to extend from the southwest to northeast direction,
as was seen by Kwon et al. (2015) in the near-infrared.
However, our data, which probe deeper into the higher-density
material, see more of a curvature to the ﬁeld in the immediate
vicinity of ρ Oph A itself, with ﬁeld lines bending perpendi-
cularly to the curved ridge. This effect is seen more markedly
in band D, which traces more of the colder material, deeper into
the ridge, as compared to band C, which provides a better probe
of the warmer material near Oph S1 and in the dense ridge
outer layers. This gives us some insight into the way the ﬁeld
changes with depth into the cloud. The band D data most
closely resemble the 850 μm data of Kwon et al. (2018) that
trace the coldest, densest material. Hence, we see that our data
Figure 1. ρ Oph A maps of the inferred molecular hydrogen (H2) column density (N, left), and dust temperature (T, right), as derived from Herschel ﬂuxes (see
Section 3.2). The gray-colored star symbol indicates the position of Oph S1. The white dashed line and the white dotted line indicate the areas covered by HAWC+
band C and D observations, respectively. In the left panel, the top contour represents ( ) =-Nlog cm 23.12 , and the lower contours follow in subsequent steps of
( ) =-Nlog cm 0.312 . In the right panel, the top contour represents a level of T=37.5 K, with lower contours following in steps of T=3.6 K. The circle at the
bottom right of each panel represents the beam size (FWHM) of the Herschel data used to construct these maps.
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ﬁll the gap in understanding at intermediate depths between the
lowest- and highest-density material.
We ﬁnd a wide spread of polarization degree values
(between 0% and ≈15%), with median values for bands C
and D at 7.5% and 5.0%, respectively. There is a clear tendency
for lower polarization values to be concentrated near the
densest portions of the ρ Oph A core, with median polarization
values dropping to 5.1% and 1.7% for bands C and D,
respectively, when considering only points within 30″ of the
column density peak. This trend in polarization degree will be
further explored in Section 4.
3.2. Column Density and Dust Temperature Maps
The H2 column density (N) and temperature (T) maps used in
this work (Figure 1) were derived from Herschel 70, 100, and
160 μm PACS data27 (Photodetector Array Camera and
Spectrometer; Poglitsch et al. 2010) obtained from the Herschel
Science Archive.28 The 70 and 100 μm maps were Gaussian-
convolved to the same angular resolution as the 160 μm data
(11 4 FWHM) and regridded to allow a pixel-by-pixel match.
A modiﬁed thermal spectral energy distribution (SED) ﬁt was
applied to each pixel using a ﬁxed dust opacity spectral index
of β=1.62 (Planck Collaboration XI 2014).
From each ﬁt we obtain the dust temperature T and the
optical depth τλo at a reference wavelength chosen to be
λo=250 μm. Following Hildebrand (1983), τλo was then
converted to H2 column density (N) using the relation
τ250=κ250 μmHN, where κ250=0.1 cm
2 g−1 is the dust
emissivity cross section per unit mass at 250 μm, μ=2.8 is the
mean molecular weight, and mH is the mass of the hydrogen
atom. The inclusion in our ﬁts of more Herschel data at longer
wavelengths (e.g., 250, 350, and 500 μm) did not cause a
signiﬁcant change in the values of T and N obtained. Therefore,
to preserve angular resolution in the ﬁnal N and T maps, the
results presented here employ only 70, 100, and 160 μm data. It
is important to point out that although we have ﬁtted a single
modiﬁed blackbody to each pixel, in reality the total dust
emission for any given pixel is composed of contributions from
several components along the LOS at different local tempera-
tures. This notion will be further explored in Sections 3.4 and
3.5. In order to avoid confusion between the local temperature
and the temperature that is obtained by ﬁtting the emission
from a particular LOS, we will use different terms to refer to
each of these quantities. The latter quantity will be referred to
as the “LOS temperature,” or simply “temperature,” while the
former quantity will be called the “local temperature.”
3.3. Polarization Spectra
To probe the slope of the far-infrared polarization spectrum
across ρ Oph A , we deﬁne the “polarization ratio” as
= p pDC D C. With this deﬁnition, positive and negative
spectrum slopes are indicated by > 1DC and < 1DC ,
respectively. The ﬁrst step in calculating DC is to regenerate
the band C polarization maps using a merging Gaussian kernel
to match the band D beam size (13 6 FWHM). Next, we
calculate DC for each sky position. The resulting polarization
ratio map is shown in Figure 3(a). Typically, investigations of
polarization spectra of molecular cloud dust emission employ
data masking to reject sky positions having large differences in
polarization angles across different wave bands. A typical
threshold would be 10° (e.g., for our case, points having
∣ ∣q q- > 10D C would fail this cut). As can be seen from the
histogram in Figure 3(b), we see a correlation in polarization
angles between bands D and C that is very tight, with no
corresponding detections in bands C and D having polarization
angle differences larger than 10°. Note that although the band C
and D polarization maps independently cover sky regions well
beyond the area shown in Figure 3(a), we select for analysis
only those sky positions for which polarization detections are
Figure 2. LIC maps of the inferred magnetic ﬁeld direction in ρ Oph A from
bands C (top) and D (bottom). The colors indicate the Stokes I emission in each
band. The star indicates the position of Oph S1, and the cross marks the peak
column density position. Notice that both maps have the same spatial scale and
centering. The circle at the bottom right of each panel represents the beam
size (FWHM).
27 The list of PACS observing identiﬁcation labels (ObsIDs) for these
observations is as follows: 1342205093, 1342205094, 1342227148, and
1342227149.
28 http://archives.esac.esa.int/hsa/whsa/
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available in both bands. We will refer to this ensemble of sky
positions as the “polarization spectrum map area.” This same
criterion is applied to the column density and temperature maps
(see Figures 3(c) and (d)). Thus, the analysis of column density
and temperature presented below will only make use of N and T
data located within the polarization spectrum map area.
A clear spatial trend is seen for the polarization ratio across ρ
Oph A: northeastern regions (including Oph S1) typically show
DC >1, while southwestern regions in general showDC <1. Interestingly, these trends observed in DC can be
correlated with trends observed in the column density and
temperature maps, which are shown in Figures 3(c) and (d),
respectively. It appears that lower column density (and warmer)
areas are typically associated with a positive polarization
spectrum slope (DC >1). Similarly, as one goes deeper into
the cloud (higher column density and colder regions), a
negative polarization spectrum slope (DC < 1) becomes
predominant. For clarity, column density contours are also
included in Figure 3(a).
3.4. Qualitative Interpretation of the Polarization Ratio
Let us picture the core of ρ Oph A as a dense structure
embedded within a more diffuse molecular cloud, with the
latter corresponding to the extended molecular complex
generally known as the ρ Ophiuchi cloud. We reserve the term
“core” (or “cloud core”) to refer speciﬁcally to the denser
structure, while the term “ambient” medium will refer to all the
material along the LOS immediately outside the core, i.e., the
ambient ISM corresponds to the more diffuse molecular cloud
Figure 3. Polarization spectrum analysis of ρ Oph A. (a) Map of DC =pD/pC, with H2 column density (N) contour levels distributed between 1×1022 cm−2
(lower level) and 2×1023 cm−2 (upper level). (b) Histogram of the polarization angle difference between bands D and C (θD−θC); the red dashed vertical line
indicates the median of the distribution (−0°. 7), and the green dotted lines show the 10° limit as a reference. Panels (c) and (d) show the same N and T maps as in
Figure 1, but selecting only the map areas where DC data are available (compare with panel (a))—this is the “polarization spectrum map area,” and it deﬁnes the
input data used for the cloud core modeling in Section 3.5. The cross indicates the N peak, and the gray-colored star symbol indicates the position of Oph S1. The
circle at the bottom right of panels (a), (c), and (d) represents the corresponding beam size (FWHM).
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material. Finally, the term “cloud” will refer to the combination
of the core plus the ambient medium.
As an initial approach to explain the negative (positive)
correlation of DC with column density N (temperature T), we
will propose a qualitative picture based on a fall-off in grain
alignment efﬁciency as one goes from the core’s outer edge to
its inner higher-density regions. As discussed in Section 1, such
a fall-off is a prediction of RATs theory, as well as being a
leading candidate for explaining the widely observed antic-
orrelation between polarization fraction of emitted radiation
and column density. For purposes of the discussion in this
section, we will ignore other explanations for this antic-
orrelation (but we reconsider this in Section 4.2). It is clear that
grains in the core’s more diffuse outer layers are more exposed
to UV/optical radiation and therefore are naturally expected to
be warmer when compared to those in the shielded high-
density core’s interior. In the context of RATs theory, the
radiation not only heats the grains, but also increases grains’
efﬁciency for becoming aligned with respect to the magnetic
ﬁeld. In this case, grains located in the warm outer layers will
be well aligned, with the alignment efﬁciency gradually
decreasing toward the core center. From the observational
perspective, there is strong evidence from numerous studies
that indeed the alignment efﬁciency seems to decrease at
molecular clouds’ interiors (see Section 1). In their most
general form, these trends in temperature and grain alignment
efﬁciency have been referred to as the extinction–temperature–
alignment correlation (ETAC; Ashton et al. 2018). We will use
this term here.
We now argue that the ETAC provides a qualitative
explanation for the anticorrelation between DC and N that
we have observed. First, we introduce the term “core limb” to
refer to the sky projection of the core’s outer layers,
analogously to the Sun’s limb. Next consider, from the
observer’s point of view, how the radiation observed at the
core limb LOS differs from that observed for the LOS passing
through the core’s center. The core limb LOS can be
approximated as a single diffuse and warm component
(neglecting for the moment the ambient medium component).
On the other hand, the core center LOS includes multiple
components (outermost as well as inner core regions) having
very different local temperatures and grain alignment efﬁcien-
cies. For the core center LOS, we have a combination of (1)
well-aligned and warm dust particles in the core’s outer layers,
which favors an enhancement of the shorter-wavelength
polarization, pC, with (2) poorly aligned cold grains in the
dense interior, which suppresses the longer-wavelength
polarized emission, pD. This combination should lead to a
smaller DC value toward the center LOS in comparison with
the core limb, where we have a single diffuse component with
well-aligned warm grains (no ETAC effect). This is precisely
the trend we observe in Figure 3(a). Note that Hildebrand et al.
(1999) were the ﬁrst to propose this same basic qualitative
picture. In that case, the picture served to address the tension
between the predicted ﬂat spectra and the observed falling
spectra (see discussion in Section 1).
The qualitative scenario described above requires quantita-
tive tests. To this end, as a sanity check on whether the ETAC
can be considered a plausible explanation for why
DC decreases as column density increases, we will now
compare our observations with a very crude, very simple toy
model in which we assume that the ETAC is the only effect
causing changes in grain alignment efﬁciency. Our model is
described in Section 3.5. Note that the very simple model
presented here is not intended to correspond to the core of ρ
Oph A as a whole. Rather, because it uses only the N and T data
located within the polarization spectrum map area (Figures 3(c)
and (d), respectively), it effectively represents only the eastern
side of the core (which faces Oph S1). This is all we can model,
as this is the region for which we obtained corresponding
polarization detections for both bands C and D.
3.5. Simple Cloud Model
3.5.1. Overview of the Simple Cloud Model
The simple cloud model consists of a spherically symmetric
core of radius R embedded in a uniform ambient medium (or
“background”) with H2 column density Nb and temperature Tb.
We set the center of the spherical core to be located at the peak
of the column density map (as indicated by the cross in
Figures 3(c) and (d)). The core’s H2 number density proﬁle is
described by a Plummer sphere: ( ) ( )= +n r n r R1o 2 p2 5 2,
where r is the distance from the center, no is the H2 number
density at the center, and Rp is the Plummer radius. Similar
density proﬁles (e.g., Plummer and “Plummer-like”) are
frequently used to describe molecular ﬁlaments (e.g., Nutter
et al. 2008; Arzoumanian et al. 2011) and molecular cores (e.g.,
Whitworth & Ward-Thompson 2001; Whitworth & Bate 2002).
For simplicity, the local temperature proﬁle T(r) is assumed to
vary linearly between the core’s center (where T(0)=To) and
its edge (T(R)=TR). A schematic representation of the simple
model, including the parameters described above, is shown in
Figure 4. In the following analysis, we deﬁne x to be the
projected distance from the core center in the plane of the sky
(assuming a cloud distance of 137 pc).
The seven parameters R, Nb, Tb, no, Rp, To, and TR
completely specify the wavelength-dependent total intensity
distributions in our model cloud. Our strategy here is to ﬁrst use
the column density and temperature maps derived from
Herschel (see Section 3.2) to determine these seven parameters
before proceeding to consider grain alignment, polarization,
and the HAWC+ data. Since the seven parameters will depend
directly on the N and T values derived from Herschel, it is
important to note that these N and T values carry an intrinsic
uncertainty related to the measurement errors and the
inaccuracies in the technique employed in Section 3.2.
Here is a step-by-step overview of our method:
1. Step 1: From the Herschel N and T maps, we determine
“median NT curves” that represent the input column
density (N) and temperature (T) data as a function of x,
the projected distance from the core center. Using these
curves, we determine the core radius R and the ambient
medium parameters Nb and Tb.
2. Step 2: We compute ambient-subtracted column density
and temperature maps, allowing us to determine the local
temperature at the core edge (TR).
3. Step 3: We conduct a “simulated observation” of the
simple model core + ambient medium, calculating
“output NT curves” that can be compared to the median
NT curves. This procedure involves a ﬂux integration
along the LOS through the model cloud. The three
remaining input parameters (no, Rp, To) are determined by
minimizing the difference between the output NT curves
and the median NT curves.
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4. Step 4: We adopt a simple prescription for the
dependence of grain alignment on core depth and then
integrate the polarized ﬂuxes along the LOS. This allows
us to estimate model curves of polarization degree (in
bands C and D) and DC as functions of column density,
which can be directly compared with the polarimetric
observations.
Steps 1, 2, and 3 above are described in detail in Section 3.5.2,
while Step 4 is elaborated in Section 3.5.3.
3.5.2. Fixing the Simple Cloud Model Total Intensity Parameters
The determination of the seven total intensity parameters for
the simple model, following the steps listed in Section 3.5.1, is
carried out as follows: First (Step 1 of Section 3.5.1), we use
the column density and temperature maps to build projected
distance distributions of N and T, which are shown as blue
points in Figures 5(a) and (b), respectively. As mentioned
above (Section 3.3), in these projected distance distributions we
include only data located within the polarization spectrum map
area (these data are shown in Figures 3(c) and (d),
respectively). For both the N and T distributions as a function
of x, median-binned curves are computed. These are shown
using red dashed lines in Figures 5(a) and (b). These curves are
referred to as the “median NT curves” and are denoted as ( )N x
and ( )T x . The goal is to ﬁnd values for the seven total intensity
parameters that reproduce these median NT curves as closely as
possible.
We start by setting the limb of the model spherical core to be
located at the point where ( )N x falls to 5% of its peak value.
This gives R=0.074 pc. To ﬁnd Nb and Tb, respectively, we
take the median of all N and T values at x>R, restricting to the
polarization spectrum map area. The maximum x value in this
area is 1.72R, so Nb and Tb provide suitable estimates of the
ambient column density and temperature immediately outside
the cloud core: Nb=5. 7×10
21 cm−2 and Tb=30.7 K. The
5% choice described above for setting R corresponds to ( )N R
just 1σ larger than Nb, where σ is the standard deviation of the
distribution of column density values for x>R, which is a
measure of the variation of the background column density that
has a mean value of Nb. (The numerical value of σ is
5.0×1021 cm−2.) Thus, this 5% choice appropriately limits
the model core to a region where core emission can be
reasonably distinguished from background emission.
Keeping in mind that we now have four remaining total
intensity parameters, no, Rp, To, and TR, we move to Step 2 of
Section 3.5.1. We ﬁnd that one of these parameters, TR, can be
directly inferred from the Herschel-derived temperature map in
a straightforward way. This is because, from the observer’s
perspective, the core limb LOS involves the superposition of
only two cloud components: the uniform ambient medium and
the layer of the core for which r=R. Accordingly, from Nb
and Tb we compute the ambient ISM ﬂux values Iλ,b for each
Herschel wavelength λ, using the same modiﬁed blackbody
SED and scaling relations described in Section 3.2. We then
remove this ambient contribution by subtracting these wave-
length-dependent ﬂux values from each Herschel map. Next,
we compute ambient-subtracted column density and temper-
ature maps using a procedure identical to the one described in
Section 3.2. From the ambient-subtracted temperature map, we
ﬁnd TR=38.9 K by taking the median temperature value at
x=R. For completeness, we note that the median ambient-
subtracted column density at x=R is 2.0×1021 cm−2.
A key ingredient in our method for setting the values for the
last three parameters (Step 3 of Section 3.5.1) is our procedure
for conducting a “simulated Herschel observation” of the
model cloud, yielding column density and temperature proﬁles
(“output NT curves”) that can be compared to the median NT
curves ( ( )N x and ( )T x ) of Figures 5(a) and (b). First, we
choose 100 values of x that are uniformly distributed between
x=0 and x=R, and then for each combination of one of
these x values and one choice of Herschel band, we integrate
the Herschel band emission at each core radius r along the LOS
to ﬁnd the ﬂux Iλ(x):
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )òk m ll= +l
b
l lI x m n r B T r ds I . 1o b250 H ,
In the expression above, λ is the wavelength corresponding
to the Herschel band, s represents distance along the LOS, Bλ is
the Planck function, and the parameters κ250, μ, mH, and β
were deﬁned in Section 3.2. Notice that, in contrast with our
earlier treatment that is valid for arbitrary optical depth
(Section 3.2), Equation (1) relies on the optically thin
approximation. As discussed in Section 4.3, this introduces
only a modest level of error in the ﬁnal calculated polarization
ratios.
Second, we use the simulated observed ﬂuxes Iλ(x) to
compute model column density Nm(x) and temperature Tm(x)
values for each value of x, using the procedure described in
Section 3.2 (i.e., ﬁtting a modiﬁed blackbody function to the
ﬂuxes). Obviously this entire “simulated observation” proce-
dure requires values for all seven total intensity parameters,
Figure 4. Schematic representation of the simple cloud model described in
Section 3.5. The seven parameters R, Nb, Tb, no, Rp, To, and TR are found by
using the column density and temperature maps derived from Herschel
(Section 3.2), as described in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. The transition radius Rt,
described in Section 3.5.3, is introduced to test the hypothesis that grain
alignment efﬁciency decreases toward the core center (i.e., the ETAC
hypothesis): for r<Rt, the model assumes that grain particles are completely
unaligned.
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including the three that have until now remained unconstrained
(no, Rp, and To). For a given set of parameters, we can compute
curves of Nm(x) and Tm(x) (as exempliﬁed in Figures 5(a) and
(b) by the thick black curves) and compare them to the curves
of ( )N x and ( )T x (red dashed lines in the same ﬁgures).
To determine the best values for no, Rp, and To, we ran the
simulated model observation multiple times, varying these
three parameters in each run, and searched for the set that
minimizes the difference between the output NT curves (Nm(x)
and Tm(x)) and the median NT curves ( ( )N x and ( )T x ). For
each run, we calculated the quantity
( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ))åD = - ´ å -N x N x T x T xNT x m x m2 2, which
can be understood as the combined summed square difference
between the column density and temperature curves. The
quantity ΔNT was minimized for the following best-ﬁt values:
no=6.4×10
6 cm−3, Rp=0.244 R, and To=13.9 K. The
adopted values for all seven total intensity parameters are
collected in Table 1. The thick black curves in Figures 5(a) and
(b) show Nm(x) and Tm(x) as computed from these adopted
parameters.
Lastly, using these ﬁnal Nm(x) and Tm(x) curves, Figures 5(c)
and (d) show map representations of the column density and
temperature proﬁles, respectively, for our simple model. Given
the limitations of our spherical core approximation for ρ
Oph A, these maps provide something close to the best possible
representation of the real cloud based on the simple model and
the inputs from the Herschel observations. Comparing
Figures 3(c) and (d) with Figures 5(c) and (d), we note that
some of the very general features of the column density and
temperature maps are well reproduced by the simple model,
e.g., the low temperatures and high column densities near the
core center, as well as the lower column densities and warmer
Figure 5. Spherical cloud core modeling of ρ Oph A. Panels (a) and (b) show the N and T projected distance distributions (blue points), using data shown in
Figures 3(c) and (d), respectively. The red dashed lines are median NT curves using the blue points as inputs. The solid black lines are the model outputs for column
density and dust temperature after integrating the ﬂuxes along the LOS and simulating an observation of the spherical core (see Section 3.5.2). Gray horizontal dashed
lines in panels (a) and (b) represent the column density (Nb) and temperature (Tb) of the model uniform ambient medium, respectively. Green vertical lines represent
the core radius R. Mapping representations of the spherical core model (including the uniform ambient ISM) are shown in panels (c) (column density) and (d)
(temperature). The cross and the ﬁlled circle represent the center of the core and the core radius R, respectively. The star in panels (c) and (d) shows the corresponding
position of Oph S1 and is given here just for reference to compare with Figure 3.
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temperatures surrounding the core. However, there are many
obvious differences between the real and model maps. Our
simple approach provides for an initial sanity check (as
discussed in Section 3.4 and also below), but in Section 4.3 we
discuss ways in which the model could be improved in future
investigations.
3.5.3. Polarization Degree and Polarization Ratio for the Simple
Cloud Model
In the paradigm described in Section 3.4, based on ETAC,
dust grains have gradually decreasing alignment efﬁciency
going from the diffuse outskirts of the core toward its dense
interior. For the purpose of the very simple toy model
developed in this work, we choose the simplest grain alignment
prescription that is consistent with ETAC: we assume that at
very high densities, interior to a certain cutoff radius, dust
grains are completely unaligned, so that the polarization
detected toward the central parts of the dense core actually
originates in the core’s more diffuse outer layers (i.e., there is
no internal heating from embedded sources). Accordingly, we
deﬁne a cutoff “transition radius” Rt interior to which the
alignment efﬁciency is set to zero. Given this assumption, the
goal here is to calculate the expected values of DC from the
model cloud, in order to compare with the observations
(following Step 4 described in Section 3.5.1). For each sky-
projected distance x from the core center, we use the deﬁnition
of polarization degree: pλ(x)=Pλ(x)/Iλ(x), where Pλ(x) is the
polarized ﬂux (see below) and Iλ(x) is the total ﬂux (e.g., as
might be computed using Equation (1)). To account for the
effect of a cutoff radius for the polarization efﬁciency, we
calculate the polarized ﬂux according to the following
prescription:
( ) ( ) ( )= ¢l l lP x p I x , 2o,
where ( )¢lI x is calculated as in Equation (1), but excluding the
region between = - -s R xt2 2 and = + -s R xt2 2 from
the integral. Parameter pλ,o represents the ambient polarization
efﬁciency outside the volume deﬁned by the transition radius.
For simplicity, it is assumed to be spatially uniform. For each
band, pλ,o is found by taking the median polarization degree for
all polarization detections within the polarization spectra map
area having x>Rt.
Using this simple model, we calculate the values of
polarization degree in bands D and C as a function of x:
pD,m(x) and pC,m(x), respectively. In addition, the model
polarization ratio DC m, (x)=pD,m(x)/pC,m(x) is computed.
By combining with the Nm(x) and Tm(x) curves obtained in
Section 3.5.2, we can ﬁnd model-estimated curves of any of
pD,m, pC,m, and DC m, as a function of either column density
Nm or temperature Tm.
Note that this simple polarization model for the cloud has
only one free parameter, the transition radius Rt. For the
purpose of this analysis we have chosen three values:
Rt=0.3R, 0.6R, and 0.9R (these values were selected since
they encapsulate the full parameter space of the observations,
which we will describe in more detail in Section 4.2).
Comparisons between observed and model curves of polariza-
tion degree and polarization ratio are shown in Figure 6. In
each panel of Figure 6, the yellow-blue-red colored background
represents 2D histograms of the HAWC+ observations: pC
versus Nlog in panel (a), pD versus Nlog in panel (b),DC versus Nlog in panel (c), and DC versus T in panel (d).
The colored curves represent the model pC,m, pD m, , andDC m, as a function of Nlog m (Figures 6(a)–(c), respectively)
and DC m, as a function of Tm (Figure 6(d)) using the three
chosen values of Rt, as explained above. These graphs are
interpreted and discussed in Section 4.
4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison between the Observed Far-IR Polarization
Spectrum and Physical Dust Model Predictions
The DC map presented in Section 3.3 suggests correlations
of the polarization spectrum slope with column density N. In
the 2D histogram of the observed DC as a function of column
density (Figure 6(c)), such a correlation is clearly seen:
DC goes from >1 to <1 as N increases. Given that N and T
are highly anticorrelated within the polarization spectrum map
area (compare Figures 3(c) and (d)), a correlation of DC with
T is also expected. In fact, viewing DC as a function of
temperature (Figure 6(d)), DC changes from <1 to >1 as T
increases. Previous observations of the far-infrared polarization
spectrum toward star-forming clouds have detected negative
polarization spectrum slopes (Vaillancourt 2002; Vaillancourt
et al. 2008; Vaillancourt & Matthews 2012; Zeng et al. 2013),
but no clear systematic dependence on column density (or
temperature) has been reported previously. In particular, the
positive polarization spectrum slopes we observe toward the
more diffuse areas surrounding the core provide a connection
with the grain alignment models of Bethell et al. (2007), Draine
& Fraisse (2009), and Guillet et al. (2018), all of which predict
positive slopes for this wavelength range.
An approximate quantitative comparison between the
positive polarization spectrum slopes observed toward ρ
Oph A and the predictedDC values from the models available
in the literature can be made. For instance, although the
modeled polarization spectra from Bethell et al. (2007) are
averaged over a wide range of column densities, their mean N
value lies between ≈1021.5 and ≈1022.0 cm−2. This range is
similar to the lower column density coverage of the HAWC+
observations toward ρ Oph A (see Figure 6(c)). For ρ Oph A,
we ﬁnd a mean DC value of 1.1 within this same range of
column densities. From the models by Bethell et al. (2007), we
estimate predicted DC values between 1.75 and 2.0 based on
their Figure 13. Notice, however, that the dust temperatures
assumed by Bethell et al. (2007) (in the range of ≈5–17 K) are
signiﬁcantly colder than the temperatures in the positive-slope
Table 1
Parameters of the Simple Spherically Symmetric Cloud Core Model
Parameter Description Determined Value
R Core radius 0.074 pc
Nb H2 ambient column density 5.7×10
21 cm−2
Tb Ambient dust temperature 30.7 K
TR Local dust temperature at the core
edge (r=R)
38.9 K
no H2 number density at the core cen-
ter (r=0)
6.4×106 cm−3
Rp Core Plummer radius 0.244 R
To Local dust temperature at the core cen-
ter (r=0)
13.9 K
Rt Polarization transition radius 0.6 R
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polarization spectrum region of ρ Oph A (between ≈30 and
≈45 K, near Oph S1—see Figure 3(d)).
Guillet et al. (2018) also presented predicted polarization
spectrum curves (p vs. λ), although for a somewhat lower
column density regime, between ≈1021.0 cm−2 and
≈1021.5 cm−2 (translucent clouds). They point out that there
is a strong correlation between the dust temperature and the
intensity of the ISRF. Moreover, as shown by their Figure 15,
the polarization spectrum curves are signiﬁcantly affected by
the ISRF level. In the range of models presented by Guillet
et al. (2018) with different ISRF intensities, the ones with
higher ISRF levels showDC ≈1.1, while models with lower
ISRF intensities show DC ≈20.0. This suggests that theDC parameter within the lower column density regime is
expected to be signiﬁcantly affected by the level of exposure to
radiation (and consequently, by the dust temperature). Given
the proximity of the lower-density positive-slope regions of ρ
Oph A to Oph S1, it is plausible to speculate that the somewhat
lower DC values as compared to the models might be due to
the strong exposure to radiation (and warmer dust tempera-
tures) in this area. A more accurate comparison between
models and observations of the far-IR polarization spectrum
slope for lower-density regimes requires an accurate treatment
of the ISRF, which is beyond the scope of this work. For
completeness, it is worth pointing out that although the Draine
& Fraisse (2009) models probe a very different regime (the
diffuse ISM), they predict DC values between 1.4 and 2.6,
which are also slightly higher than the mean values found in ρ
Oph A for the lower column density areas.
Figure 6. Comparison of the HAWC+ polarization data (colored 2D histograms), with the predictions of the simple cloud model of ρ Oph A (colored curves): (a) pD
vs. Nlog ; (b) pC vs. Nlog ; (c)DC =pD/pC vs. Nlog ; (d)DC =pD/pC vs. T. The blue, red, and green solid lines represent three choices of the transition radius
Rt: 0.3R, 0.6R, and 0.9R, respectively. The legends in each panel indicate the model column densities (panels (a)–(c)) and model LOS temperatures (panel (d))
associated with each of these Rt values.
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4.2. Analysis of the Results from the Simple Spherical Cloud
Model of ρ Oph A
The correlations between DC and the column density,
found in the observational data, motivated the development of
our simple cloud model with the goal of investigating whether
ETAC can explain the correlations or not. Below we discuss
the comparison between the observational data and the curves
generated from this simple model (see Figure 6). In
Figures 6(a) and (b), the observations exhibit a decrease of
polarization degree as column density increases. This trend is
commonly observed in molecular clouds (Gerakines et al.
1995; Goodman et al. 1995; Matthews et al. 2002; Whittet et al.
2008; Chapman et al. 2011; Alves et al. 2014; Cashman &
Clemens 2014; Jones et al. 2015; Fissel et al. 2016). Similarly,
the simple model curves shown in blue, red, and green also
exhibit a decreasing trend in the p versus N graphs
(Figures 6(a) and (b)). As noted above, we have chosen a set
of three values for the free parameter Rt: 0.3R, 0.6R, and 0.9R.
The reason for these particular choices is that the extreme
values (0.3R and 0.9R; green and blue curves, respectively)
represent an approximate “boundary” for the spread in the
observational data points of Figures 6(a) and (b). Therefore,
choices outside this range are probably poor ﬁts to the data. In
this sense the midpoint choice (Rt=0.6R, red line, and also
given in Table 1) is a reasonable best ﬁt to the observed
dependence of pC and pD on N. Note that we can directly
associate each value of the transition radius with a corresp-
onding column density Nm(Rt) along the LOS. For Rt=0.6R
we ﬁnd Nm(Rt)=1.4×10
22 cm−2. For column densities
larger than this value, grains are no longer aligned.
Within the range of column densities probed in the
polarization spectrum map area (between »1021.5 and
≈1023.4 cm−2), we detect a change in DC from ≈1.2 to
≈0.6 (i.e., approximately a factor of two). In Figure 6(c),
although the colored model curves do not go through the bulk
of the data points, it can be seen that the change in
DC expected from the models (approximately a factor of
1.5–2.0) is similar to the change seen in the observations.
Keeping in mind that the seven total intensity parameters were
set by considering only the column densities and temperatures
derived from Herschel maps of the real cloud (see
Section 3.5.2), and that Rt, the sole remaining parameter that
can affect how muchDC varies with column density, was also
set without any reference to the observed values of DC (see
Section 3.5.3), it seems surprising that our simple cloud model
can reproduce the general trends seen in the DC observations
as well as it does. We conclude that a simple cloud model that
takes into account only ETAC can reasonably reproduce the
observed systematic changes of the far-infrared polarization
spectrum slope within the studied range of column densities.
This result is consistent with the RATs explanation for the
observed changes in the polarization spectrum. It is important
to note, however, that an increased degree of magnetic ﬁeld
disorder deep inside the core provides an alternative way to
obtain lower levels of polarization for light emitted from the
densest central regions of a core. We cannot discard this as an
explanation for all or part of the trend we have discovered, even
if the near-infrared spectro-polarimetry results discussed in
Section 1 suggest that in fact changes in grain alignment do
play the dominant role. Disentangling ﬁeld disorder from the
expected loss of grain alignment due to RATs is a difﬁcult
problem that is perhaps best tackled with the help of MHD
simulations (see, e.g., King et al. 2018).
In the context of the ETAC interpretation that is based on
RATs theory, the local temperature can be thought of as a
proxy for the local intensity of the optical/near-IR radiation
ﬁeld and thus directly related to the dust grain alignment
efﬁciency. Therefore, complementary to the above analysis of
DC as a function of N, it is also instructive to compare the
observed relation of DC versus temperature T with the
corresponding simple model curves (Figure 6(d)). The
observed increase in DC with temperature is clearly well
reproduced by the model curves. Note that the temperature
plotted in this ﬁgure is the LOS temperature rather than the
local temperature (see Section 3.2). We can associate each
value of the transition radius Rt with a corresponding LOS
temperature Tm(Rt). For instance, we ﬁnd Tm(Rt)=31.3 K for
Rt=0.6R. However, since it is the local temperature rather
than the LOS temperature that serves as the better proxy for the
local grain alignment efﬁciency, we can instead consider the
local temperature Tl,m(Rt) corresponding to the transition radius
Rt. For Rt=0.3R, 0.6R, and 0.9R, we ﬁnd Tl,m(Rt) values of
21.4, 29.0, and 36.5 K, respectively. It would be interesting to
test, by applying a similar analysis to other cores of high
column density, whether a critical local temperature lying
within this range is universal for high column density cores.
Note that we are not arguing here that high grain temperature
is directly responsible for grain alignment. Indeed, there is
evidence against this. Speciﬁcally, Globule 2 in the Southern
Coalsack exhibits efﬁcient grain alignment (Jones et al. 1984)
despite its low temperature of ≈10 K. In the context of RATs
theory, this may be attributed to the low column density of
about 1022 cm−2, not enough to shield the cloud from the ISRF
(Andersson et al. 2015). By way of comparison, we note that
the peak column density in ρ Oph A is larger than 1023 cm−2.
Rather than arguing that grain temperature is directly related to
grain alignment, we are instead suggesting that in ρ Oph A (and
perhaps in other very dense cores) local temperature can serve
as a proxy for the radiation intensity and can thereby be related
to grain alignment efﬁciency.
The results presented in this paper introduce a new method to
probe the grain alignment efﬁciency in molecular clouds, based
on trends in the slope of the far-IR polarization spectrum.
Provided that a model is given for the studied cloud, one may
test beyond which core depth, or below which local
temperature, the grain alignment is no longer efﬁcient. The
usage of the polarization ratio as opposed to the polarization
degree itself (as has been done for various previous studies in
the literature) offers an advantage because the polarization
degree is affected by inclination of the magnetic ﬁeld lines with
respect to the LOS, whereas the polarization ratio is not. This
could explain why the trends in the observed relations of pC
and pD as functions of N (Figures 6(a) and (b), respectively) are
more complicated than the trends observed in DC versus N
(Figure 6(c)). For instance, both pC and pD show a clear
decrease as a function of N in the range
( )< <-N22.0 log cm 23.52 . However, for
( ) <-Nlog cm 22.02 , there is a wide spread in the values of
pC and pD, and the trend is no longer clear. This feature could
potentially be due to changes in the magnetic ﬁeld inclination
along the LOS. The trends inDC are more clearly represented
by a simple monotonic decrease as a function of N (Figure 6(c))
over the full range of column densities probed by these
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observations. The polarization degree is also affected by
unresolved ﬁeld structure in the plane of the sky, an effect that
is also canceled when using the polarization ratio. In the
context of studying the role of the magnetic ﬁeld in star
formation, developing new tools to probe grain alignment
efﬁciency is critical for interpreting interstellar polarization
measurements arising from molecular cloud cores and
ﬁlaments.
4.3. Limitations of the Simple Spherical Cloud Model and
Comparison with Longer-wavelength Polarimetry of ρ Oph A
In this initial work, we have used a very simple approach to
model the cloud, but differences between the model and the
real cloud are obvious when comparing column density and
temperature maps (e.g., compare Figures 3(c) and (d) to
Figures 5(c) and (d)). There are numerous ways in which this
model could be made more realistic, potentially improving the
comparison between the model DC curves and the polari-
metric observations. The most obvious improvement would be
to abandon spherical symmetry, adopting a more complicated
model tailored to the real cloud. Another way to add signiﬁcant
realism would be to introduce a gradual “turnoff” of the grain
alignment efﬁciency as one moves deeper into the core, rather
than using our strict cutoff at r=Rt. In addition, the number
density proﬁle (Plummer sphere) and the local temperature
proﬁle (linear) could be modiﬁed to match the Herschel data
more accurately. Finally, although the entire map shows far-
infrared optical depth values less than unity, for the densest
LOSs this parameter reaches values high enough to invalidate
the optically thin approximation used in Equation (1). For
instance, at the peak column density of ρ Oph A we estimate
optical depths of 0.53 and 0.21 for bands C and D, respectively.
This could represent a difference of up to 20% in DC at the
peak column density, relative to the optically thin situation
(see, e.g., Novak et al. 1989).
Another extension of the work described here would be to
expand the analysis to cover a wider wavelength range,
including the ρ Oph A POL-2 data at 850 μm (Kwon et al.
2018). This should be approached carefully, as the HAWC+
and POL-2 data sets likely probe very different column density
regimes. In the context of the simple spherical core model
presented in this work, this can be veriﬁed by analyzing how
the integrand of Equation (1) (i.e., the dust emission per unit
volume) varies as a function of the LOS depth s toward the core
center (i.e., for sight line x=0). The HAWC+ dust emission in
bands C and D peaks in the range 0.13R−0.26R, while the
850 μm dust emission peaks at a signiﬁcantly deeper core layer,
near 0.04R. This shows that POL-2 probably probes much
closer to the cold core center relative to HAWC+ bands C and
D. It seems unlikely that the simple sharp cutoff grain
alignment prescription used here could capture the physical
effects operating over such a large range of core depths. The
investigation of the polarization spectrum over a wider range of
wavelengths, probably using a more sophisticated grain
alignment prescription, is likely to prove informative, but such
a study is beyond the scope of the present investigation.
Finally, we note that after the present work was submitted
for publication, we became aware of a recent publication by
Pattle et al. (2019), who used the same POL-2 data from Kwon
et al. (2018) to study the grain alignment efﬁciency in several
dense regions within ρ Ophiuchi, including ρ Oph A. Similarly
to our work, their results highlight the importance of the
incident radiation ﬁeld for efﬁcient alignment of dust grains.
5. Summary and Conclusions
In this work we analyzed far-infrared polarimetric data from
HAWC+/SOFIA in bands C (89 μm) and D (154 μm) for the
densest portion of ρ Ophiuchi (known as ρ Oph A). The main
goal was to evaluate the changes in the slope of the polarization
spectrum correlated with local cloud properties (more speciﬁ-
cally, column densities and dust temperatures). From previous
molecular cloud surveys of the far-infrared polarization
spectrum, the slopes were typically found to be negative in
this same spectral range (Vaillancourt 2002; Vaillancourt et al.
2008; Vaillancourt & Matthews 2012; Zeng et al. 2013). No
systematic correlation between far-infrared polarization spec-
trum and cloud properties has been previously reported.
We deﬁned the polarization ratio DC =pD/pC and
investigated its distribution across ρ Oph A. The polarization
angles in bands C and D are very tightly correlated, which
allowed the use of data for all sky positions for which
measurements were available at both bands. The polarization
ratio map covers the surroundings of the massive star Oph S1
and also includes the peak density at the cloud core. We
noticed a clear correlation ofDC with N and T: in the range of
column densities and temperatures covered by our data set
(approximately 2.8×1021 cm−2<N < 2.5×1023 cm−2 and
20 K<T < 45 K), DC decreases from ≈1.2 (positive
polarization spectrum slope) in the more diffuse portions of
the core to approximately 0.6 at the density peak (negative
slope). The discovery of positive polarization spectrum slopes
is consistent with published dust grain models (Bethell et al.
2007; Draine & Fraisse 2009; Guillet et al. 2018).
We explain the dependence of DC on N and T as a
consequence of the ETAC, i.e., grains in the warm and diffuse
outskirts of the core are well aligned owing to better exposure
to radiation, while the alignment efﬁciency gradually decreases
toward the colder and denser shielded core. For the purpose of
providing a sanity check on whether the ETAC can
quantitatively explain the magnitude of the observed change
in DC , we developed a very simple toy model for ρ Oph A.
We model the cloud as a spherically symmetric core embedded
in a uniform ambient medium, and we determine the seven
model parameters that determine the wavelength-dependent
total intensity distributions using Herschel-derived column
density and temperature maps. We assume the simplest
possible grain alignment efﬁciency proﬁle, i.e., the alignment
is completely turned off interior to a certain radius from the
core center. A range of values for cutoff radius is chosen based
on the observed dependencies of pD and pC on N. Finally, we
compare the model’s predictions for DC with the observed
values, ﬁnding rough agreement. Based on this sanity check,
we conclude that ETAC appears to be a plausible explanation
for the polarization ratio trends observed. We propose that the
analysis of far-infrared polarization spectra can be used as a
new method to probe the loss of grain alignment within dense
interstellar cores.
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